University-industry technology transfer (S)

July 7, 2009 - EPFL, Lausanne

SEMINAR

"University-industry technology transfer: Best practices and impact on academic research"

Are there best practices governing university-industry relation in Europe? Were the increase in university licensing at US universities accompanied by a change in the nature of university research toward less basic and more commercially relevant research? These and other questions will be addressed by three eminent experts in the area of university-industry technology transfer.

Practical information:
- EPFL, Lausanne
- Odyssea building, ODY 4.03 (VIP room), 4th floor

Timing:
- July 7, 2009
- from 14:00 to 15:45

Speakers:

Prof. Reinhilde VEUGELERS
Prof. Jerry THURSBY
Prof. Marie THURSBY